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INTRODUCTION
The United States is in the midst of a long-running policy debate about how health care is organized,
delivered, and financed. No state reflects the vitality of the market and the vigor of the debates better
than Minnesota. In the past few years, the Minnesota Legislature has debated whether the state should
guarantee that residents of the state have health care insurance. The percent of the population here that
has no health insurance is among the lowest in the nation, partly because of state initiatives that have
extended coverage to low-income persons. Market penetration in Minnesota by health maintenance
organizations (IMOs) and other "managed" health plans is among the highest.
1990 was a remarkable year in Minnesota's dynamic health care marketplace. Health plan companies
reported record surpluses and expanded the financing and access options they offer. The use of selfinsurance grew, as did preferred provider arrangements.
The Citizens League, a nonprofit, nonpartisan public affairs research and education organization in the
metropolitan Twin Cities area, has long been
involved in research and initiatives on issues of
health care costs, quality, and access. In 1990,
WHAT IS MANAGED CARE?
the Citizens League published a report analyzing
key trends in finances, enrollment, and hospital
Managed care is a widely used, though not very
utilization for Minnesota's health maintenance
well-defined, buzzword. The Health Insurance
organizations.
Association of America, a Washington-based
insurance industry group, describes managed care
The title of this year's edition -- Minnesota
systems as plans or organizations that integrate
Managed Care Review -- reflects an expansion of
the financing and delivery of appropriate health
the scope of our research and of this report. We
care services to covered individuals using the
recognize that IMOs, Blue Cross and Blue
following basic elements:
Shield of Minnesota, and preferred provider
arrangements (PPOs) have a good deal in
arrangements with selected providers to
common and are closely related points on a
furnish a comprehensive set of health care
continuum of arrangements by which health care
services to members;
is financed and managed. The sidebar on this
page discusses how the term managed care is
explicit standards for the selection of health
used.
care providers;
For this edition, we have included available
information about the enrollment, finances, and
hospital utilization of Blue Cross and Blue Shield
of Minnesota and the PPOs in the state. In future
editions, we hope to develop additional
information about those plans.

formal programs for ongoing quality
assurance and utilization review; and
significant financial incentives for members
to use providers and procedures associated
with the plan.
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Much of the information in this report is drawn Erom annual reports that the HMOs file with the
Minnesota Department of Health and that Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota files with the
Minnesota Department of Commerce. We thank the staff members of those agencies for their help.
We also appreciate the assistance provided by the managers and staff of the HMOs, PPOs, and Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota. Members of the Minnesota Council of HMOs had an opporlunity
to review a draft of this report prior to publication. However, the Citizens League remains responsible
for the accuracy of the information contained in this report and for the opinions expressed. Questions
about this report should be directed to Allan Baumgarten at the Citizens League.

BACKGROUND
Health insurance involves plans and companies who vary widely in their approach. At one end, it
includes indemnity insurers who pay providers a usual and customary fee for each service. That
segment of the market has declined significantly in recent years. This report focuses on health plan
companies that actively seek to manage the care of their enrollees: health maintenance organizations,
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota, and preferred provider arrangements.l

TYPES OF
MANAGED CARE PLANS
The first prepaid health plan in Minnesota was

established in Two Harbors, in 1944. Eleven
HMOs currently opemte in Minnesota, enrolling
nearly 1.2 million p e ~ p l e .Figure
~
1 provides
summary infomation about those HMOs.

BLUE CROSS AND BLUE SHIELD
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota
(BCBSM) is organized under state law as a
nonprofit health service plan. Under state law, it
must accept any provider willing to sign a
contract and, in fact, most physicians and
hospitals in the state do contract with the
company. The company is the largest source of
health coverage for Minnesotans, enrolling both
individuals and employee groups.

Health Maintenance Organizations: Prepaid plans
that provide comprehensive care to enrollees. An
HMO employs or contracts with health care
providers.
Preferred Provider Arrangements: Used by
insurance companies and self-insured employers
as a vehicle to contract with a limited panel of
providers who agree to a (discounted) fee
schedule in anticipation of receiving an increased
volume of patients. In self-insured plans, the
employer assumes the risk for the costs of
medical care, rather than paying an insurer a
premium to assume the risk.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield: A variety of fee-forservice plans offered under contracts with health
care providers.

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota can be viewed as a preferred provider arrangement, since it
contracts directly with providers. However, it is established under its own section of Minnesota law
(Minnesota Stututes Chapter 62C) and faces a v a r i e ~of regulatory and organizational issues that do not
apply to the other PPOs or to HMOs.
As shown in Figure 1, two HMOs -- Group Health and Blue Plus -- operated "sister"HMOs in 1990.
These plans are not federally qualified,and they are considered separate entities for purposes of annual
reporting and the financial standards described in this report. We have consolidated enrollment and financial
data from Blue Plus and Minnesota Health Plans, Inc., and Group Health and Groupcare. On the other
hand, we are still discussing Physicians Health Plan and Share as separate HMOs.
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BCBSM has operated its own HMO -- Blue Plus -- since 1974. This allowed the company to offer
plans with a smaller network of providers. In 1984, it introduced its Aware plans, which offer
comprehensive benefits similar to those provided by HMOs. It has put increasing emphasis on using
the terns of its provider contracts as tools for managing care and costs, and views almost its entire
operations as a managed care entity. BCBSM also operates a for-profit third party administrator for
self-insured plans, an HMO in western Wisconsin, and an insurance company.

PREFERRED PROVIDER ARRANGEMENTS
Three local PPOs work with both insured and self-insured plans. Preferred One is sponsored by the

Healthone, Fairview, and North Memorial Hospitals, Select Care is sponsored by the LifeSpan hospital
systems, and Family Health Plan is investor-owned. Each "rents" its provider network to insurers and
other plan administrators, and may also supply utilization review and claims processing services. Some
insurers that strongly prefer to operate their own provider networks in similar markets have chosen to
work with local PPOs. Travelers Insurance works with Select Care and Metropolitan Life works with
Family Health Plan.
At least two PPOs in town are now working with insurance carriers to develop "gatekeeper"plans
where a primary care physician exercises some control over referrals to specialists: Select Care and
Travelers Insurance Company are working together, as are Family Health Plan and Metropolitan Life.
Regulators at the Minnesota Department of Commerce, who have objected to such plans in the past,
have indicated their willingness to approve such plans, if appropriate disclosures are made and
consumer protections included.
Many of the HMOs in the state have developed PPOs to offer additional options to self-insured
employers. Physicians Health Choice is an affiliate of PHP. Other HMOs, including Group Health,
MedCenters (through its Aetna management company), and NWNL Health Network (through its
management company), are also offering their own PPO plans for self-insured clients. NWNL is also
developing a PPO plan that requires designation of a primary care physician.

The Prudential Insurance Company of America recently announced that it was establishing its own PPO
network that it would market to self-insured employers. (Later in this report we discuss Carespan,
Prudential's current major entry in the Minnesota managed care market.) For some employers,
Prudential plans to rent portions of Group Health's network of clinics.

FINANCIAL RESULTS
SURPLUSES AND LOSSES
1990 was a very good year for Minnesota's HMOs and for Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota.
As shown in Table 1, all but one of the HMOs in the state posted surpluses. The cumulative surplus for
all HMOs was $57.8 million, or about 3.6 percent of their revenues of $1.6 billion. This was more
than twice the total surplus of $27.5 million that the HMOs posted in 1989.
Blue Cross and Blue Shield reported a surplus of $18.2 million in 1990, compared to a loss of $21.7
million in 1987. Figure 2 shows the surpluses and losses for the four largest HMOs and for Blue
Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota from 1987 to 1990. It should be noted that 1987 was a terrible
year for health plans in Minnesota and nationally. That year, Minnesota HMOs and BCBSM lost a
combined total of $44.4 million.
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TABLE 1

- 1990

HMO SURPLUSES AND LOSSES: 1987
HMO
1987
Blue Plus
($4,533,209)
First Plan
4 1,549
Glloup Health
110,000
Cent MN Grp Hlth (1,145,927)
Mayo
(89,416)
MedCenters
(1,690,438)

1988
($3,168,688)
226,969
1,639,000
(586,221)
(477,481)
1,652,113

1989
($1,558,058)
(84,566)
4,113,000
79,967
(190,377)
8,673,853

4-yr total
($5,530,200)
26,115
12,893,000
(690,015)
(354,004)
30,533,229

1990
$3,729,755
(157,837)
7,031,000
962,166
403,270
21,897,701

Metropolitan
(249,068)
14,133
(383,349)
129,424
(277,838)
5 1,079
(1,527,089)
NWNL*
(1,328,439)
33,233
(282,962)
16,845,244
16,665,244
1,471,000
8,172,000
PHP
($9,823,000)
Share
106,000
6,658,000
9,844,000
(5,384,000)
8,464,000
UCare
317,896
377,176
wb
59,280
da
Total Surplus
or (Loss)
($22,667,979)
($743,585)
$27,453,984
$57,752,407
$61,854,107
Total Revenue $1,166,792,481 $1,286,611,855 $1,486,889,561 $1,585,693,389 $5,525,987,286
Margin
-1.9%
-0.1%
1.8%
3.6%
1.1%
* In these tables, we use the shorthand NWNL to refer to the NWNL Health Network HMO.

FIGURE 2
SURPLUSES (LOSSES) OF LARGEST PLANS: 1987
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MedCenters reported the highest 1990 surplus of a l l HMOs: $21.9 million. Part of its surplus was
attributed to one-time investment results. As shown in Table 2, MedCenters also enjoyed a good year
with its Medicare programs. About $6.2 million of its 1990 surplus resulted from favorable results in
its Medicare plans.3 Share also made money on its Medicare Risk contracts. PHP, which had replaced
its Medicare Risk plan with a Medicare Cost plan, reported losing $5.9 million on its Medicare Cost
Plan. All plans, except for Group Health, reported surpluses on their plans for Medical Assistance and
General Assistance recipients.

TABLE 2
FINANCIAL RESULTS ON MEDICARE AND MEDICAID PLANS:
REPORTED SURPLUSES AND (LOSSES), 1990
HMO
Blue Plus
First Plan
Group Health

Mayo

MedCenters
Metropolitan

m*
PHP
Share
UCare
TOTALS

Medicare
Risk
($600,601)

--

Medicare
Cost
($17 1,939)
($96,104)

Medicare
Supplement
($486,925)

Med Assist1
Gen Assist
($362,000)

--

--

--

--

----

($1,373,000)
$17,417
$1,460,556

--

--

--

$1,578,215

---

$155,173

$600,000
$4,727,702

--

$5,965,000

--

$10,692,101

--

($5,910,960)

--

($6,082,899)

--

--

($478,056)

--

--

--

$317,896
$1,689,284

TOTALS
($1,259,465)
($96,104)
($1,135,000)
$17,417
$6,188,258
$1,578,215
da
($5,755,787)
$5,965,000
$317,896
$5,820,430

* NWNL does not bear risk and does not report separate financial results for administering the
General Assistance Medical Care program in Rarnsey County.
COMPLIANCE WITH STATE NET WORTH REQUIREMENTS
In 1988, the Minnesota Legislature imposed more stringent financial requirements for HMOs in the
state. HMOs were required to build up their reserves over the next five years so that, by the end of
1993, each HMO would have to accumulate reserves equal to at least one month of operating expenses.
HMOs must maintain a positive working capital and must also have restricted deposits of at least
$500,000.
The Legislahue was responding to concerns that arose when two m
all HMOs -- More in Virginia and
Health Partners, operating in the Marshall and Brainerd areas -- were declared insolvent in 1987.~
Some of the large HMOs had sustained large losses in 1987 and had very thin reserves.

In Medicare Risk contracts, the HMO accepts the financial risk of both inpatient and outpatient care. In
Medim Cost contracts, the HMO is only at risk for outpatient care, and that is the basis for the capitated
rate paid to the HMO. Medicare Supplement plans provide coverage for certain deductibles and copayments. PHP has argued unsuccessfully to federal authorities that, by managing the outpatient care of its
Medicare Cost enrollees, it is having a positive impact on inpatient utilization which should be reflected in
adjustments to its capitated rates.
The HMO industry supported the i n M i e d solvency standard. Legislators also considered and rejected
proposals to include HMOs in the state's Life and Health Insurance Guaranty Fund or to establish a separate
HMO guaranty fund.
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As of December 31,1990, HMOs were required to have net worth equal to the greater of $1 million or
40 percent of one month of expenses. (In statutory language: "two-fifths of 8-l/'3 percent of the sum
of all expenses.") Table 3 shows how HMOs in the state comply with the net worth requirement. Five
of the HMOs, including the four largest, have sufficient net worth to comply on their own. Large
additions to their net worth during 1990 assured compliance. Three HMOs now have at least one
month of net worth, which is the requirement for December 1993.
Six HMOs still do not have sufficient net worth on their own to meet the December 31,1990
requirement, but state law allows parent organizations to guarantee their net worth. For example,
Hennepin County guarantees the net worth requirements of its Metropolitan Health Plan. Other
guaranteeing arrangements: Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota provides guarantees for both
Blue Plus and First Plan. Group Health, Inc. guarantees the net worth of Central Minnesota Group
Health. The Mayo Foundation provides guarantees for its HMO, and Northwestern National Life
Insurance Company is the guarantor for NWNL Health Network.

TABLE 3
1990 HMO COMPLIANCE WITH
STATUTORY NET WORTH REQUIREMENTS
Change
from 1989
2,568,335
-127,141
7,856,000

Required
1990
4,788,957
~
,
12,435,103

869,463
378,612

1,000,000
1,000,000

1,296,923
1,365,474

1,447,207
1,365,474

30,336,902
479,43 1
459,2 12
29,405,929
9,309,000
1,019,266

22,747,764
13,147
-13,148
16,028,929
5,798,000
1,019,266

9,613,518
1,000,000

0
520,569
540,788
0
0
0

0
520,569
733,790
2,376,466
10,491,291
0

$122,719,272

$60,698,472

HMO
Net Worth*
Blue Plus
3,568,335
First Plan
810,594
Group Health
47,993,000
Central MN
Group Health
-296,923
Mayo
-365,474
MedCenters
Metropolitan
NWNL
PHP
Share
UCare
Total

*

**
***

wO

12,712,958
7,920,117
1,m,000

Need to add Need to add
in 1990** by 1993***
1,220,622
6,904,058
~189,406 ,
189,406
~
0
0

Statutory net worth differs in some respects from net worth calculated using Generally
Accepted Accounting Principles.
Shows the difference between the actual net worth and required net worth. Each HMO that
shows a shortfall has a guaranty arrangement that satisfies state law.
Based on expenses for 1989. Most HMOs are likely to show increased expenses in future
years, resulting in a corresponding increase in the net worth requirement.

Under state law, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota, which guarantees the net worth of two
HMOs, is subject to a more stringent net worth requirement than HMOs. It must maintain net worth
equal to at least two months of expenses but not more than four months. In 1990, it increased its net
worth by $26.1 million, and has reserves equal to 2.6 months.
Table 4 shows other key financial indicators for Minnesota HMOs. With the exception of Central
Minnesota Group Health, all reported positive working capital. Several made very significant additions
to their working capital. Most showed improvements in their current ratio (the ratio of current assets to
current liabilities) when compared to 1989.

CITIZENS LEAGUE
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TABLE 4
OTHER KEY FINANCIAL INDICATORS
HMO
Blue Plus
First Plan
Gmup Health
Cent MN Grp Hlth
Mayo

W o r b ~C a a l
Change
Weeks
1990
$7,737,201
$4,149,045
1.92
107,728
2.70
557,318
- 893,000
1.80
15,546,000
1,024,331
- 1.72
(540,273)
1,390,941
5.06
546,855

MedCenters
Metropolitan
NWNL
PHP
Share
UCare

31,417,825
868,902
882,260
25,356,686
9,98 1,000
1,019,266

Total

5.54
2.5 1
1.86
3.97
2.00
12.46

23,650,396
931,392
403,102
18,743,686
8,579,000
NIA

Cur1989
0.88
1.27
1.31
0.40
0.33
1.18
0.97
1.11
1.09
1.03
NIA

1990
1.16
1.36
1.22
0.85
1.38
1.62
1.16
1.15
1.23
1.19
1.66

$81,321,674

*

Cumnt ratio = cumnt assets/cumnt liabilities. If the ratio is greater than 1.O, current assets
exceed c m n t liabilities.

REVENUE TRENDS
PREMIUMS
We looked at changes in premium revenues in
two ways. First, we compared the premium
tables reported to the Department of Health. As
shown in Table 5, all HMOs reported doubledigit rate increases during 1990. However, the
usefulness of these rate tables is unclear, since
HMOs use a wide variety of factors to adjust the
rate tables in order to set the actual premium
offered to a given group.5
Table 6 compares the premium revenues that each
HMO realized on its commercial plans (excluding
Medicare and Medical Assistance) in 1989 and
1990. The comparison is on a per member per
month basis, and shows something about how
HMOs m setting their prices. In 1990, the
statewide average =venue was about $87 per
member per month. The average increase in 1990
was 16.9 percent.

For example, an HMO may make adjustments
based on group demographics, past health care
utilization, broker commissions, and family size.

TABLE 5
PREMIUM INCREASES IN 1990
HMO
Blue Plus
Cent MN
Grp Hlth
Group Health
MedCenters
NWNL
PHP
Shale

Base Premium
1/1/91
$287.00

Increase
1990-91
15.4%

$260.49
$240.82

21.8%
12.7%

$241.30
$247.36
$274.50
$218.60

15.O%
24.0%
13.9%
12.1%

Rates based on two-person household as of
January 1,1990 and January 1,1991.
Comparisons not possible for First Plan, Mayo,
Metropolitan, and UCm.
Note that an HMO may be reporting here its rate
for a two-person househoId or its rate for an
employee plus all dependents. Group Health
changed its reporting in 1990, apparently from
the latter to the former.
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For example: Metropolitan Health Plan and Mayo
Health Plan show the highest revenue per
member per month, with PHP highest among the
larger plans. Later in this report, we show that
both are also high users of hospital care.
While premiums continue to increase for HMOs
and indemnity insurers alike, anecdotal evidence
suggests that certain groups are seeing some
actual price competition in the pmposals they are
getting from HMOs in 1991. The more
substantial reserves that the HMOs have
established give them some cushion for
negotiating prices.

The same anecdotes also suggest that, in cases
where companies currently offer a choice of
several HMOs or other plans, HMOs are more
often presenting proposals by which one HMO
would replace all other health plans offered to
employees.
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TABLE 6
PREMIUM REVENUE PER
MEMBER PER MONTH
FOR COMMERCIAL PLANS
HMO
1989
Blue n u s
$67.73
First Plan
67.48
Gmup Health 7 1.62
Cent MN
Grp Hlth
72.78
-YO
90.97

1990
$74.05
81.21
8 1.97

Change
9.3%
20.3%
14.5%

84.5 1
100.76

16.1%
10.8%

MedCenters
Mempolitan
NWNL
PHP

74.48
72.26
63.02
83.02
75.19

88.13
111.55
75.78
98.47
86.32

18.3%
54.4%
20.3%
18.6%
14.8%

AVERAGE

$74.81

$87.45

16.9%

Share

COORDINATION OF BENEFITS
Some HMOs will coordinate benefits; that is, they attempt to collect part of the costs paid to medical
providers by identifying other insurance coverages that might apply to the family and trying to recover
from those other insurers. Those other sources can include other health insurance, workers'
compensation, and the medical portion of auto insurance. As shown in Table 7, MedCenters continues
to be the largest user of coordination of benefits.6 For 1990, it reported $20 million in revenues from
coordination of benefit recoveries.
In some cases, medical gmups under contract
with HMOs will independently seek to coordinate
benefits. If they are receiving a capitated fee from
the HMO, coordination of benefits is an
opportunity to improve the providers' bottom
line.
This year, for the first time, Share is reporting
some revenues from coordination of benefits.
The extent of HMO managers' responsibility for
attempting to coordinate benefits was one of the
issues in the dispute between the Aspen Medical
Group and Share.7

Note that other plans may not have reported their
activity in this area as a separate line item. Blue
Plus says that it actively coordinates benefits but
does not report the results separately.
During 1990and 1991, Share and the Aspen
Medical Group, its largest provider group, have
been in arbitration of dqutes over certain
sections of theiu provider agreement.

TABLE 7
REVENUES REPORTED FROM
COORDINATION OF BENEFITS:
1987 AND 1990
HMO
Blue Plus
First Plan
Gmup Health
CentrMN
Grp Hlth
-yo

MedCenters
Metmpolitan
NWNL
Share

PHP

ucm

TOTAL

1987

1990

-$29,238
--

$18,212

239,847

--

782,915
262,450

1,624,192

20,062,898

----

820,000

$1,893,277

$21,946,475

--

--

---

---

---
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ENROLLMENT

In 1990, total HMO enrollment in the state increased by 4.8 percent, to 1,166,537. With 26.1 percent
of the state's population in HMOs, Minnesota is one of four states where HMO enrollment exceeds onefourth of the population. The others, according to Interstudy, the Excelsior-based health care research
center, are California (30.8 percent), Massachusetts (26.5 percent), and Oregon (25.1 percent).8

Figure 3 shows that enrollment in Minnesota
HMOs reached its peak in 1987, at just over 1.2
million. It dropped by almost 10 percent in 1988,
as participation in Medicare plans declined and as
some HMOs withdrew fmm their operations
outside the Twin Cities area. HMO enrollment
also declined as some HMOs did not renew
employer groups whose claims were high

FIGURE 3
ENROLLMENT IN MINNESOTA
HMOs:
1980 1990

-

Overall, HMO enrollment increased by about five
percent in 1990. Table 8 shows that PHP added
38,000 members while Group Health added
about 22,500. Two smaller HMOs -Metropolitan and NWNL Health Network -showed significant percentage increases in their
enrollment. Blue Plus lost more than one-fourth
of its enrollment. Later in this report we discuss
an overall shift in Blue Cross and Blue Shield's
mix of business from insured plans to selfinsured products.
While enrollment increased in all three program
categories, the largest source of growth in 1990
was among the state's Medical Assistance and
General Assistance Medical Care mipients.9
The number of public assistance recipients in
HMO more than doubled last year.

-

.

.

.

-

-

.

.

sz%x!xgz%%8

Public assistance recipients are likely to be a
major source of HMO enmllment growth in the
future. Later this year, Rarnsey County and the Minnesota Department of Human Services plan to seek
proposals to enroll recipients of Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) in HMOs. That
could add about 20,000 to 25,000 new enrollees, The state and other counties are also exploring
expanded use of HMOs for public assistance mcipients in other parts of the state.

-

Interstudy, Managed Care: A Decade in Review, 1990. About 14 percent of the population of the United
States is enrolled in HMOs.
Medical Assistance is the Minnesota name for the Medicaid program, created under Title XIX of the Social
Security Act. General Assistance Medical C ~ is
E a statefunded program providing medical care for lowincome persons.
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TABLE 8
HMO ENROLLMENT BY PROGRAM
HMO
Commercial
Blue Plus
59,07 1
First Plan
7,985
Group Health
260,865
Cent MN
Grp Hlth
16,538
4,537
Map

Med Assist1
Medicare Gen Assist
17,299
0
917
151
21,362
3,160

1990
Total
76,370
9,053
285,387

1989
Total
103,192
8,766
262,936

Change
-26.0%
3.3%
8.5%

213
607

0
0

16,751
5,144

14,370
4,924

16.6%
4.5%

24 1,894
5,175
14,596
263,97 1
96,690
0

19,267
0
0
39,877
4 1,634
0

0
13,629
5,428
26,084
0
5,587

261,161
18,804
20,024
329,932
138,324
5,587

260,356
10,087
12,013
29 1,462
145,014
0

0.3%
86.4%
66.7%
13.2%
-4.6%

1990Total
97 1,322
1989Total
959,542
Growth by program 1.2%

141,176
129,529
8.9%

54,039
24,049
124.7%

1,166,537

1,113,120

4.8%

Program Shares:
1990
83.3%
1989
86.2%

12.1%
11.6%

4.6%
2.2%

MedCenters
Metropolitan
NWNL
PHP
Share
UC~R

Figure 4 shows the penetration of HMO enrollment in regions of the state. More than 85 percent of
HMO enrollment is concentrated in the metropolitan Twin Cities area, where 43.4 percent of the
population is in an HMO. That proportion peaked in 1987 at 46.3 percent. There are also large pockets
of enrollment in the St. Cloud area and in northeastern Minnesota. A larger share of the Medicare
enrollees - about one-fourth -- live outside the Twin Cities area.
Enrollment in HMOs provides another indicator of how population growth in the Twin Cities
metropolitan area has taken place outside the c o of~the region. Some emllment growth has been seen
in recent years in western Wisconsin and in the next ring of counties around the seven counties of
metropolitan Twin Cities region. In 1987, about 10,000HMO emllees lived outside the state, mostly
in western Wisconsin. That number has now increased to nearly 19,000. In general, these are
households that get their coverage through a Minnesota employer. In addition, Blue Cross and Blue
Shield of Minnesota operates HMO Midwest, a Wisconsin-licensedHMO, with about 9,000 enrollees
in Hudson, Wisconsin. (HMO Midwest's enrollment is not included in the reported enrollment of
either Blue Plus or Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota.)

OPEN-ENDED HMO PLANS
Open-ended plans (also variously known as point-of-serviceplans and choice plans) have become an
important product for HMOs in recent years. Under these plans, enrollees received comprehensive
coverage from their HMO's panel of providers and also receive indemnity coverage, with higher
enrollee cost-sharing, when they use non-HMO providers. This allows HMOs to promote their plans
as offering a broader choice of providers. Of the 11 active HMOs in Minnesota, eight offer open-ended
plans. We discuss open-ended HMO enrollment as a subset of total HMO enrollment.

FIGURE 4
HMO PENETRATION RATES BY REGION: 1987 AND 1990
1990

HSA*

Enroll

Popul

Enroll

Popul

2
3
4

382
47518
18,451
111,961

162,123
317,121
208,344
489,435

1,839
36,311
4,279
74.410

156,842
311,342
197,295
500,970

5
6
7

988,446 2,135,232
518,769
20,139
414,846
19,404

992,766 2,288,721
499,835
13,928
420,094
20,141

MN 1,206,301 4,245,870

1,143,674 4,375,099

Other

10,233

18,816

SA = Health Service Areas. Regions designated for health planning.
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InterStudy has tracked enrollment in open-ended plans in recent years. According to InterStudy, about
382,000 Minnesotans, or 34.9 percent of all HMO enrollees, were enrolled in open-ended HMO plans
on July 1,1990. As shown in Figure 5, the number continues to grow: a year earlier, 30.3 percent of
HMO enrollees in the state were in open-ended plans. While open-ended plans are growing rapidly in
popularity nationally, Minnesota is far ahead of all other states. Minnesota HMOs account for 36.7
percent of national enrollment in open-ended plans.

FIGURE 5
ENROLLMENT IN HMO OPEN-ENDED PLANS: 1989 AND 1990

Total
June 1990 -- 38 1,641
June 1989 -- 332,993
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Source: InterStudy, The Interstudy Edge, 1990, 1991.
For several years, Prudential and Group Health have teamed to offer their CareSpan product, an openended HMO plan for which Prudential provides the indemnity coverage. There are about 40,000
enrollees in CareSpan. Prudential announced this spring that it would develop its own PPO network
(PruNetwork) in the Twin Cities area that it would market to self-insured employers. Prudential's
ability to market Cardpan was sometimes limited in 1990 because Group Health lacked clinic capacity
to serve a few large groups or because national clients wanted a Twin Cities plan that was the same as
their Prudential plans in other markets. Furthermore, Group Health is also interested in marketing its
own PPO product. While both Group Health and Prudential say that they will continue to renew
CareSpan contracts and to market the product, it seems likely that Prudential will focus its marketing
activities on its new PPO plan.
In the past, state law required that HMOs offering open-ended plans team up with an insurance
company to write the indemnity part of the coverage. That law was changed in 1989, permitting HMOs
to offer these "supplemental benefits" on their own.1° While most of these plans are still offered with
insurance company partners, four HMOs have begun to use the new authority: Group Health,
MedCenters, PHP, and Share.
Minn. Stat. 562D.05, subd. 6. Under the old way, HMOs have to go to two regulatory agencies (the

Departments of Health and Commerce) to get approval of these offerings. The law requires that an HMO
offering supplemental benefits maintain additional reserves in proportion to its expenses for supplemental
benefits.
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According to reports filed with the Commissioner of Health, Group Health and PHP offered
supplemental benefits in 1990. Group Health showed a surplus of $720,200 on revenues of $4.2
million, while PHP reported losing $1.2 million on revenues of $9.0 million. MedCenters and Share
also reported offering supplemental benefits, but with little or no expenses for 1990.
Recent General Counsel memoranda from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service suggest that the IRS might
question the tax exempt status of Minnesota HMOs offering supplemental benefits. Nonprofit HMOs
(and in Minnesota all HMOs are required to be nonprofit) are exempt from federal tax if no substantial
part of their activities consists of providing commercial-type insurance. However, the IRS might
conclude that the indemnity benefits in open-ended plans are not of a kind customarily provided by
HMOs.

ENROLLMENT IN OTHER PLANS
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota is the single largest insurer in Minnesota. As shown in Table
9, enrollment in its insured and self-insured plans (but not its Blue Plus HMO) is just under 1 million.
Table 9 also shows the enrollment in insured and self-insured plans reported by seven other managed
care plans in the state." Preferred provider arrangements have become a significant force in the
Minnesota marketplace, enrolling about 470,000 Minnesotans at the end of 1990. Local HMOs have
joined in, offering their own PPO products to self-insured employers. For example, Physicians Health
Choice, the PPO affiliated with PHP, has more than 47,000 enrollees in self-insured plans. The HMOs
do not bear any risk for these plans, and the enrollment or "eligibles" reported are not part of their HMO
enrollment. Promoting PPO options is an inlportant part of HMOs' strategy to maintain and expand
their market share in the face of competition from PPOs and administrators of self-insured plans.

SELF INSURANCE
While enrollment in HMOs and other insured plans has leveled off in the past few years, there has been
a significant increase in enrollment in self-insured plans. Table 9 shows that enrollment in managed
care self-insured plans grew to more than 650,000 in 1990. However, measuring that growth is
difficult. Not all growth in PPO self-insured enrollment reflects employers converting to selfinsurance. In some cases, enrollment in PPOs has grown because groups that were already self-insured
chose to use a managed care plan.
Self-insuring a plan offers opportunities for saving money and for better managing cash flow. Selfinsured plans are not subject to state laws mandating benefits and do not contribute to state risk
insurance pools. (Minnesota's pool is discussed later in this report.)
Local health plan managers interviewed for this project all agIleed that the "minimum" size of selfinsuring groups has dropped dramatically in recent years. Only a few years ago, the conventional
wisdom held that a minimum of 500 employees was needed for a self-insured group. That floor has
dropped steadily, and now it is not unusual to find groups of fewer than 100 or even 50 employees

" Note
that these data are as reported by BCBSM and by the PPOs, and that counting PPO enrollment is still
more an art than a science. None of these plans faces any statutory requirement to report their enrollment or

medical care utilization in any of the detail that is required of HMOs. Furthennore, enrollment practices
among these plans vary quite widely. For example, many PPOs do not formally enroll all persons eligible
for care. In reporting enrollment, they estimate the number of persons eligible for care. In some cases, that
is based on taking the count of employees covered, applying assumptions about how many of them have
dependents with coverage, and then applying a multiplier to come up with a number of dependents. The
aend in PPOs is toward formally enrolliig all employees and dependents. Some, such as Family Health
Plan, say that they are already there.
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TABLE 9
ENROLLMENT IN OTHER MANAGED CARE PLANS
Plan
Blue Cross/Blue Shield

Year
1989
1990

Insured
792,495
681,713

Self-insured
177,968
299,274

Total
970,463
980,987

Preferred One

1989
1990

8 1,450
82,000

99,550
123,000

181,000
205,000

Select Care

1989
1990

12,300
11,000

110,700
99,000

123,000
110,000

Family Health Plan

1989
1990

24,876
24,063

74,627
72,188

99,502
96,251

Physicians Health Choice

1989
1990

---

44,955
47,035

44,955
47,035

Aetna PPO

1989
1990

---

7,500
9,600

7,500
9,600

Group Health PPO

1989
1990

--

7,092
1,546

7,092
1,546

TOTAL

1989
1990

911,121
798,776

522,392
65 1,643

1,433312
1,450,419

*

--

Comparable data were not available for Private Health Care Systems.

choosing to self-insure. The smaller groups typically purchase some stop-loss or excess risk coverage
for which the attachment point (the size of claims where the excess risk coverage kicks in) is quite low.
Figure 6 shows how self-insured enrollment at Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota and at five
area preferred provider arrangements (PPOs) has grown significantly in the past two years. The growth
in self-insurance in Minnesota and elsewhere is due to several reasons. For example, HMOs and other
insurers may find it desirable to convert money-losing insured groups into self-insured ones. Changes
in Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota's mix of business since 1988 may provide the clearest
example. As shown in the table, BCBSM is the largest administrator of self-insured plans, managing
plans for about 300,000 individuals. That is 28.3 percent of its total membership, including its Blue
Plus HMO, compared to 11.4 percent in 1988.
From 1988 to 1990, enrollment in BCBSM's regulated plans dropped by 164,000. According to
BCBSM, most of them converted to self-insured plans. BCBSM's marketing strategy is not to steer
employers to self-insurance,but to help the client choose the benefit design that best meets the client's
needs. A few years ago, it combined the sales forces of the health plan and the HMO.
For many insurance companies, administration of self-insured plans is now a large part of their mix of
business. As noted earlier, three local PPOs -- Preferred One, Select Care, and Family Health Plan -do business with insurance carriers in the state who want to offer managed care plans to their clients.
Private Health Care Systems (PHCS) is a national PPO, owned by insurance companies, that also
works with insurance carriers offering insured and self-insured plans in Minnesota.
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FIGURE 6
GROWTH IN SELF-INSURED ENROLLMENT: 1988 AND 1990
Blue Cross
Preferred One
Select C m
Family Health Plan
Physicians Health Choice
A m
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There is no central source of data on enrollment in
health plans offered by the indemnity insurance
companies in the state or on the enrollment in
self-insured plans that are administered by
insurance companies. Table 10 shows the
leading health insurers in the state, based on
premium volume. Seventeen insurers reported
more than $10 million in premiums in 1989. For
all indemnity insurers, total 1989 premiums were
about $650.7 million, slightly more than half of
what HMOs collected that year.

EXPENSES
HMO HOSPITAL UTILIZATION
Commercial Plans

TABLE 10
HEALTH INSURERS WITH 1989
PREMIUMS ABOVE $10 MILLION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Insurer
Principal Mutual Life
Prudential
State Farm Mutual
Federated Mutual

1989 Premiums
$92,271,161
35,875,426
31,015,203
28,669,162
Aema
26,279,163
MidAmerica Mutual
24,842,106
Mutual Benefit Life
23.71 1,013
Employers Health Ins. Co. 23,586,490
Mutual Services Life
22,738,363
17,274,271
John Alden
15,351,708
Travelers
Bankers Life & Casualty
14,208,537
AmericanFamilyMutual
11,660,141
United American
11,142,658
MassMutual
11,061,339
Guardian Life
10,264,283
Central States
10,101,658

Last year, Minnesota's 11 HMOs paid more than
$1.3 billion to physicians, hospitals, and other
pmviders for medical care. Although some
Source: Minnesota Comprehensive Health
HMOs reported large increases or decreases in
Association, 1991 Interim Assessment.
medical spending, the overall increase was only
3.1 percent over 1989, in a year when HMO enrollment grew by 4.8 percent.12

The change in medical expenses is skewed by a change in PHP's book of business. PHP reported a decrease
of $48.4 million in health care expenses in 1990. That generally results from its change from Medicare
Risk to Medicare Cost plans. Under the Medicare Cost plans, PHP was no longer buying most hospital
care for its Medicare enrollees. When PHP's expenses were not included, health care spending for all other
HMOs increased by 10.2 percent in 1990.
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Reporting of hospital utilization data for 1990 is based on new ground rules intended to improve
comparability between HMOs, so we have not attempted to compare the 1990 data with previous years'
results. During 1990, representatives of HMOs and state agencies developed new requirements for
reporting hospital utilization data. (Reporting requirements for ambulatory care have yet to undergo a
similar review.) In previous years, HMOs had reported their utilization data on April 1 of the following
year. Because the reporting deadline was delayed beginning this year until July 1, the data submitted by
HMOs included fewer projections of claims for services provided in 1990, but not yet submitted for
payment.
Most of our analysis is focused on enrollees in "commercial" HMO plans who are under 65 years of
age. Commercial plans are those offered to employee groups and individuals and do not include HMO
coverage provided through the Medicare or Medicaid programs. We also analyzed the activity of HMOs
enrolling public assistance recipients.
Historically HMOs and other managed health care plans have tried to contain the growth of medical
costs by reducing admissions to hospitals and by trying to shorten the stays of those members that are
admitted. One measure used to compare hospitals is the number of inpatient hospital days used for
every 1,000 enrollees. A low rate reflects well on an HMO's ability to manage medical care and costs.
Under the new reporting procedures, non-acute care and well newborn care are reported separately. In
addition, we have separated out mental health and chemical dependency treatment (MH and CD), two
areas where approaches to treatment and management can be much different, and where the daily cost is
usually lower than for acute care hospital stays.
We calculated the inpatient days per 1,000 enrollees in commercial plans, under the age of 65. (We
used end-of-year enrollee counts and did not adjust for member months.) As shown in Table 11, the
average for all HMOs in 1990 was 227 acute care days per 1,000 enrollees. Group Health's rate of
utilization was 174 inpatient hospital days for acute care for every 1,000 enrollees under 65. Note that
the annual statements don't provide sufficient information to adjust the utilization measures for
characteristics of the enrollees.

TABLE 11
HOSPITAL UTILIZATION FOR HMO COMMERCIAL PLANS, 1990
(ENROLLEES UNDER 65)
Blue Plus
First Plan
Group Health
Cent MN Grp Hlth
Mayo

Davs
1.000 Enrollees
Average Length of Stay
Acute Care
%H/cD
Total
(Acute Care Only)
262.66
52.53
315.20
3.82
313.56
50.29
363.85
4.08
174.36
25.86
200.22
3.46
213.23
45.13
258.36
3.77
115.33
465.78
3.88
350.44

MedCenters
Metrppolitan
NWNL
PHP
Share

227.52
384.86
222.09
255.1 8
249.2 1

49.64
85.89
24.84
27.00
3 1.24

277.16
470.75
246.93
282.18
280.45

3.48
3.63
3.78
4.07
4.05

State Average

226.90

35.52

262.4 1

3.74

Among the smaller HMOs, Central M i e s o t a Group Health and NWNL Health Network reported the
lowest rate of hospital utilization. In general, hospital use by HMO enrollees is lower than by the
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general population. Data from the Department of Health show that Minnesotans under the age of 65
used inpatient hospital care at a total rate of 464 days per 1,000people.13
Different approaches to medical care management don't necessarily yield differentresults. PHP 'and
Share, which joined this year to fonn an HMO called Medica, reported very similar rates of inpatient
hospital days. PHP allows enrollees to choose from a wide range of physicians and to self-refer to
specialists. Share uses a system of primary care physicians or groups, that'regulate referrals to
specialists.
Group Health's use of inpatient care for chemical dependency and mental health was also low: 26 days
per 1,000 enrollees, compared to the state average of 36 days. PHP's rate of 27 days was also quite
low. PHP subcontracts its mental health and chemical dependency treatment programs to specialized
managed care organizations. Figure 7 arrays the HMOs by their acute care hospital days per 1,000
enrollees.

FIGURE 7
INPATIENT DAYS PER 1,000 ENROLLEES
Group Health
Cent MN Grp Hlth
NWNL
State average
MedCenters
Share
PHP
Blue Plus
First Plan
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Metropolitan
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400
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Public Assistance Plans
Table 12 shows hospital utilization rates for HMOs offering plans for public assistance recipients. The
statewide average for acute care only is about 370 days. Among the six HMOs serving public
assistance recipients, UCare, sponsored by the University of Minnesota Department of Family Practice,
and Metropolitan Health Plan, operated by Hennepin County, reported the lowest rates: 247 and 264
days per 1,000 enrollees, respectively. (Again, non-acute care, well newborns, chemical dependency
and mental health treatment are not included.)

Note that the hospital days reported by the Department of Health includes all hospital stays, including some
that are excluded from our analysis; that is, well newborns and non-acute care stays. We estimate that
inclusion of well newborn and non-acute care days would add 10 to 15 percent to the inpatient days of the
HMO enrollees. The statewide hospital data may also include somepeople coming to Minnesota hospitals
from other states. Note also that this comparison is somewhat fuzzy at the 65 years break point. The State
Demographer divides the state's population, according to the 1990 census into over 65 and 65 and under.
The Department of Health reports hospital days for 65 and over, and so do the HMOs' annual statements.

-
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TABLE 12
HOSPITAL UTILIZATION FOR
HMO MEDICAL ASSISTANCEIGENERAL ASSISTANCE PLANS, 1990
(ENROLLEES UNDER 65)
Group Health--Demo*
Group Health--AFDC Vol**
Metropolitan

m***

PHP
UCare

Acute
V
Care C
449.63
31 1.00
263.97
1,212.96
270.89
247.33

00 Enrollees
D
Total
46.69
496.33
109.25
420.26
27.63
291.60
1,554.93
341.97
64.28
335.17
70.35
317.68

Average Length
of Stay (Acute
Care Only)
4.8 1
2.96
3.73
6.26
3.69
3.44

*
**
***

Enrollees in the Medicaid demonstration project for Hennepin and Dakota Counties
Voluntary enrollment by AFDC recipients
NWNL Health Network administers the Ramsey County General Assistance Medical Care
program. On average, GA recipients have more medical problems than AFDC/MA recipients.
By comparison, the average days per 1,000 emllees for commercial HMO enrollees was 227.
Department of Human Services managers note that the AFDC enrollees include a relatively high number
of women in their child-bearing years, and General Assistance recipients are single males, many of
whom have medical problems.
The state pays HMOs a capitation rate which is from five to eight percent less than what it would expect
to pay for fee-for-servicecare for the enrollees. Its experience has been that hospital utilization by
Medical Assistance recipients enrolled in HMOs is higher than in the HMOs commercial plans, but
lower than for the rest of the Medical Assistance recipients. The General Assistance enrollees in
Ramsey County, whose coverage is administered by NWNL Health Network, show the highest rates of
acute care hospital use: 1,213 days per 1,000 enrollees.
Both Metropolitan and UCare were created to serve Medical Assistance recipients. Metropolitan now
also serves General Assistance recipients and provides commercial coverage for employees of Hennepin
County and some cities.
Medicare Risk Plans
Table 13 shows hospital utilization for the four HMOs still offering Medicare Risk plans. HMOs
generally did not report hospital utilization for their other Medicare plans.

TABLE 13
HOSPITAL UTILIZATION FOR ENROLLEES IN MEDICARE RISK PLANS
Average Length
1.000 Enrollees
of Stay (Includes
HMO
Acute Care
MHICD
Total
MHICD)
Blue Plus
2,045.00
156.00
2,201.OO
7.10
Group Health
1,143.70
85.70
1,229.40
5.80
Group Health Seniors Plus*
1,327.30
148.30
1,475.60
5.70
MedCenters
1,576.00
40.00
1,616.00
7.10
Share
58.00
1,404.00
5.45
1,346.00
* Seniors Plus is Group Health's Social HMO plan.
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HOSPITAL USE BY OTHER PLANS
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota reports that its rate of acute care inpatient days for 1,000
enrollees under age 65 was 282.9 in 1990.14 This has declined from 297.9 in 1988. Similarly, its rate
of inpatient days per 1,000enrollees for chemical dependency and mental health treatment was reported
to have declined from 92.3 in 1988 to 68.2 in 1990.
Among the PPOs, Family Health Plan reports average inpatient hospital days per 1,000 of 177.9 for
acute care only. It reports additional chemical dependency and mental health treatment days of 96.9,
and well newborn days of 25.9. Family Health Plan notes that it has several group contracts which do
not use Family Health Plan's utilization review procedures for chemical dependency hospital
admissions, resulting in higher utilization.
Preferred One reports inpatient hospital days in 1990 of about 320 per 1,000 enrollees, down from 350
in 1987 and 1988. That would include acute care as well as chemical dependency and mental health
treatment.
Select Care reports 230 inpatient days per 1,000 enrollees in 1990, down from 276 days in 1989. It
also reports a decrease in average length of stay from 3.87 days in 1989 to 3.4 days in 1990. These
figuxes do not include mental health and chemical dependency treatment.

AMBULATORY CARE
Commercial Plans
Ambulatory care -- office visits -- is also an important component of health care utilization. As shown
in Figure 8, two small HMOs -- NWNL Health Network and Mayo -- recorded the lowest rates of
ambulatory care encounters, with averages of three and four encounters, respectively. PHP, which has
made relatively wide use of co-payments for office visits, reported the lowest rate of ambulatory care
encounters among the large HMOs. The average PHP enrollee under 65 had about 4.5 ambulatory
encounters in 1990.
By comparison, the state average was 5.3 encounters. Group Health enrollees, who are low users of
hospital care, averaged 6.1 ambulatory encounters. Some of the difference reported here may reflect
variations in reporting data, though Group Health has a reputation of wanting it to be easy for members
to get appointments.

Public Assistance Plans
Figure 9 compares HMOs on average ambulatory encounters per member for enrollees in Medical
Assistance and General Assistance Medical Care plans. Metropolitan Health Plan reports the lowest
average in 1990: 2.8 encounters per member. Enrollees in Group Health's two programs had the
highest rate of ambulatory encounters.

- -

I

The caveats noted above on the reporting of PPO enrollment dam also apply here. The dam are as were
reported to the Citizens League by the PPO, Furthermore, if the PPO does not have defined enrollment,
then it can't really know the denominatottfor calculating inpatient days per 1,000enrollees. Similarly,
unless the PPO pays the claims (or otherwise knows about them) for all care, whether from PPO providers
or others, it can't know the full extent of hospital use.
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FIGURE 8
AVERAGE AMBULATORY ENCOUNTERS PER ENROLLEE
(COMMERCIAL PLANS, ENROLLEES UNDER 65)
NWNL
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PHP
Blue Plus
Cent MN Grp Hlth
State Average
MedCenters

Share
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First Plan
Metropolitan
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FIGURE 9
AVERAGE AMBULATORY ENCOUNTERS PER ENROLLEE
PUBLIC ASSISTANCE PLANS, ENROLLEES UNDER 65
Metropolitan
UCare
Average
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NWNL
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Enrollees in the Medicaid demonstration project for Hennepin and Dakota Counties
Voluntary e m h e n t by AFDC recipients
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PROVIDER NETWORKS
An essential component of any managed care plan
is its provider network. Table 14 compares
Minnesota HMOs and PPOs on the size of their
physician networks. In general, the plans
continue to add physicians. As enrollment grows
outside the Twin Cities area and in western
Wisconsin, plans add physicians serving those
areas.

ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
Administrative costs are a key item for HMOs.
Statewide, administrative costs for HMOs
increased by 17.8 percent in 1990.
Figure 10 shows that, on average, HMOs spend
about $14.04 per member per month on
administration. The range is wide, with small
HMOs reporting both the highest and lowest
administrative costs per member per month.
Figure 11 views the comparison in a different
way: the percentage of 1990 expenses attributed
to administration. On average, HMOs in the state
devoted 12.5 percent of their budgets to
administration. Among the largest HMOs,
MedCenters reported the lowest cost: $12.96 per
member per month.
The results shown in Figures 10 and 11 are
similar: the plans with the highest administrative
costs per member per month also have the highest
administrativepercentage. PHP shows the
highest percentage there, while Group Health's
administrative percentage is the lowest among the
large HM0s.15

TABLE 14
PHYSICIAN NETWORKS
HMO
Blue Plus
First Plan
Group Health*
Cent MN Grp Hlth
Mayo**
MedCenters
Mehoplitan
NWNL
PHP
Share
UCare

PPO

Blue CrossfBlueShield
Family Health Plan
Fkferred One
Select Care

*
**

1989
3,944
127
460
8
211
1,445
672
1,151
3,923
502
783

1990
4,471
132
524
11
211
1,653
74 1
1,462
3,959
512
1,199

8,517
1,400
2,800
1,750

9,077
1,600
3,200
2,400

Group Health includes staff physicians
and physicians from affiliated clinics
Mayo network does not include Mayo
Clinic which has 815 consultants and 864
residents

FIGURE 10
HMO ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS
PER MEMBER PER MONTH

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota reports
an administrative ovehead of 13.7 percent of its
expenses in 1990. No data are available on the
administrative costs of any other PPOs.

Note that a plan that successfully contains its
costs might find that its fixed administrative
costs are a relatively higher percentage of
revenues or total expenses
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MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS
AND FEES
Under Minnesota law, HMOs must be nonprofit
organizations. However, many of the HMOs
have relatively small administrative staffs and
contract with for-profit management companies
for most administrative and marketing services.
For example, PHP and Share, which have joined
together to form Medica, were both managed by
subsidiaries of United Healthcare.
Figure 12 summarizes the management
arrangements that HMOs have with their
management companies and other related
organizations. Management fees are typically
related to gross premiums collected, although
some HMOs have devised fee arrangements in
recent years that link the management company's
fee to the HMOs performance. On a per member
per month basis, UCare pays the highest
administrative fee: $17.66 per member per
month.

MINNESOTA
COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH
ASSOCIATION

FIGURE 11
HMO ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS AS
A PERCENTAGE OF 1990
EXPENSES*
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Others prefer to calculate administrative cost
as a percentage of revenues. As an example,
that would result in PHP's spending 16.6
percent of its 1990 revenues on
administration.

One reason for Minnesota's relatively low rate of
uninsurance is the number of people covered by
programs like the Minnesota Comprehensive
Health Association MCHA was created in 1975 to provide health insurance to persons who had been
turned down in the private market, usually because of pre-existing health conditions.
Eligibility for MCI-IA has been widened in recent years, often to accommodate persons who, for
various reasons, cannot continue coverage that they had under group policies. By law, premiums are
limited to 125 percent of the price of comparable plans in the private market.
According to a 1988 study by the U.S. General Accounting Office, MCHA enrolls more persons than
similar plans in 15 other states combined. As of June 30,1991, more than 27,500 persons were
enrolled in MCHA, compared to 11,300in 1985.

MCHA's losses are recovered through an assessment against HMOs, BCBSM, and indemnity
insurance companies, in proportion to their premium revenues. Presumably, these assessments are
passed on to enrollees or reduce a plan's bottom line. Because of the federal ERISA preemption, selfinsuring employers are not assessed for any share of MCHA's deficit.16
The federal Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA)preempts state regulation of
employee benefit plans, although it specifically reserves to the states the power to regulate insurance. The
distinction is not always clear, especially since many self-insuring f m s purchase stop-loss insurance to
protect against liability for large claims. However, most courts currently hold that states cannot regulate
the content of self-insuredplans or assess those f m s for the cost of state pools like MCHA on the same
basis as insured plans.

FIGURE 12
HMO MANAGEMENT ARRANGEMENTS AND FEES

HMO
Blue Plus

Management
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
Minr~es~ta

Fee Arrangement
HMO charged for receiving substantially
all general and administrative services

1989 Fees
$12,234,656

1990 Fees
$11.9 17,855

1990
Fee Per
Member
Month
$12.49

MedCenters

Aetna Health Plans (formerly
PARTNERS National Health Plan)
Mayo Management Services,Inc.
@MSI), a for-profit corporation
wholly owned by Mayo Foundation

Fee based, in general, on a percentage of
the HMO's gross revenues
HMO pays an annually negotiated
percentage of its gross revenues. For the
year ended 12/31/90, the negotiated
percentage was 12%for Group Services.
The negotiated percentage was 15% for
Medicare Supplemental Services until
June 30,1990, and then the rate was
changed to 12%with a 10% commission

$28,824,001

$33,004,459

$10.5 1

$746,404

$729.5 18

$12.13

$45,601,000

$50,162i000

$13.55

$18,345,000

$20,277,000

$11.97

Mayo

NWNL

NWNL Health Management Cop., a Based on premium revenues
wholly owned subsidiary of NWNL
Benefits Cop

PHP*

United Healthme Management
Corporation

Share*

UCare

*

PHP pays UMC a fee calculated as a
percentage of PHP's consolidated
revenue
Share Development Cop., a wholly- (Not public data)
owned subsidiary of United
Healthme Management Copration
University Affiliated Family
Physicians, P.A.

$17 per member per month

On February 8,1991, Share and PHP entered into an affiliation agreement to form MEDICA. Subject to regulatory approval, a new
management contract with United Health Care Management will replace the separate contracts. The initial tern of the management
contract between United Health Care Management and MEDICA is fmm January 1,1991 to December 31,1997.
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MCHA's losses in recent years have been high, because claims paid are twice as much as premium
income. As shown in Figure 13, MCHA losses have grown steadily in recent years, even faster than
enrollment. Thus, avoiding MCHA assessments is another reason to self-insure.

FIGURE 13
MCHA LOSSES AND ENROLLMENT SINCE 1985
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Although its audited financial statements for 1990 have not been released as of this writing, MCHA's
managers estimate its loss for 1390 at about $27 million In addition, changes in federal tax law have
been interpreted to mean that MCHA must pay federal income taxes. Thus, it will need to assess
members to pay a federal income tax liability going back to 1987.
MCHA assessments for HMOs now ex& one percent of HMOs' annual revenues. In April 1991,
MCHA assessed $20 million as an interim assessment for 1991. Figure 14 shows how HMOs and
BCBSM paid almost 75 percent of that amount. Medica, the HMO fonned by PHP and Share, paid
$5.2 million.

The continued growth of self-insurance in Minnesota will m w the funding base for MCHA. When
combined with MCHA's growing losses, the burden on those that remain in regulated plans will
increase. As their burden increases, they will face additional pressure to consider self-insurance.

SUMMARY
Minnesota's managed care industry enjoyed strong financial results in 1990. In 1991, it is redefining
itself and fiuther blurring distinctions that once seemed clear. HMOs are entering self-insurance
because, with the potentially significant exception of public assistance recipients, there are no obvious
sources of new HMO emllment. Furthennore, HMOs find themselves in competition with PPOs,
which have become an established and sizable force in the m&t.

. .
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FIGURE 14
1991 MCHA INTERIM ASSESSMENT
Insurance Companies
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The basis of any insurance system is pooling risk across a group of premium payers large enough to
share losses. The 1991 Minnesota Legislature passed a bill, later vetoed by Governor Carlson, which

sought to solve the problems of the uninsured by assembling a large pool of previously uninsured or
"underinsured" persons and establishing a state-subsidized plan to insure them. The Legislature would
have also imposed additional regulation on insurance companies, affecting those employers that have
kept their groups inside the pool of commercial insurance. The result of the new regulations, accoTd'mg
to some observers, would have been the departure of employer groups from the commercial insurance
poolFor better or for worse, the vend in Minnesota and elsewhere is the narrowing of commercial pools for
health insurance. Self-insurance is growing generally. That growth is being helped along by HMOs
and Blue Cross and Blue Shield that seek to maintain and expand their market share by promoting selfinsurance options. As self-insurance grows, the financing base for MCHA narrows, accelerating the
cycle. Avoiding payment of a share of MCHA's large losses has become another persuasive reason for
firms to self-insure. How big MCHA will become and how responsibility for funding MCHA should
be shared are key questions for state policymakers.

Citizens League Research on Health Care in Minnesota:
Three Opportunities
We hope that you found this report useful. The Citizens League, a nonprofit public affairs research and
education organization in the Twin Cities, has long been involved in research and initiatives in
Minnesota's dynamic health care marketplace.
With the publication of Minnesota Managed Care Review 1991 this year, the League took another
important step in assembling and analyzing important information about health care in the state. Last
year's edition received wide national and local coverage because it was the first of its kind: a
dispassionate, intelligent analysis of trends in a key health care marketplace.
We are now offering three opportunities to make the Citizens League's expertise work for you.

Opportunity 1: Send Copies of Minnesota Managed Care Review
1991
By sharing copies of this report with your clients and associates, they'll see that you understand the
importance of having the best analysis and information. We offer an attractive discount for purchases
of multiple copies.
REPORT PRICES
Quantity
League Member
2 - 10
$8.00
11 or more
$6.00

Non-Member
$12.00
$9.00

If you not already a League member, considerjoining now.

Opportunity 2: Use Our Data Files
Our staff built computer files with four years of data from the HMOs' annual reports to the Department
of Health, Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota's annual statement to the Department of
Commerce, and other sources. With your own copy of the data, you can use your computers to analyze
trends affectingthe managed care plans, providers, and employers that you work with.

Sample data w

t

FILE:, Income Statement: Expense and re
a d m i n i s t r a m
REVENUES

1990

The data files include data for several years on everything from HMOs'balance sheets and income
statements to their emllment, hospital stays, and state risk pool (MCHA) assessments. Besides the

base data, the files include the calculations and analysis used to prepare the report. This year, we've
added files with additional information about preferred provider arrangements,insurance companies,
and Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Minnesota.
The data files are available in two formats: 'Microsoft Excel for Macintosh computers (31D inch disk) and Lotus 1-2-3 for use on IBMJDOS personal computers (5-114 inch disks)
COST OF DATA SET: $75. Includes printouts of all files.

Opportunity 3: Hire Our Expertise
If you want a more detailed analysis, but don't have the staff, time, or computers to do it, hire ow staff
to do the work for you. They can efficientlyperform the analysis and prepare the memos, graphics, or
presentations that you need.

ORDER FORM
1

Report Copies

Please send
copies of
Minnesota Managed Care Review 1991
@ $ = $ -

2.

,

Data File Sets

Please send

Specify

3.

,

copies @ $75 = $

0 Macintosh 0 I B M
0 3-112 inch 0 5-114 inch

'

Payment
0 My check is enclosed
OR
Charge my
0 Visa
0 Master ,&d
Card #
Exp. Date
Name
company

Address

Consulting Requests

Hease contact me:
Name

City
State, Zip
Phone

Please return this order to:
Please direct questions to
Allan Baumaarten. Associate Director
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708 South 3rd Street
Suite 500
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55415
612/338-0791 FAX 6121337-5919
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School Shopper Help for Parents
THE SCHOOL BOOK: 1990-91
A Comprehensive Guide to Elementary Schools in the Twin Cities
Mi~eSOtaparents who are selecting schools now have a concise source of comparative information.
The School Book, A Comprehensive Guide to Elementary Schools in the Twin Cities, a new
publication from the Citizens League, is now available. The book profiles 449 public and private
elementary schools in the metropolitan area.

The book features information about each school's curriculum, foreign languages, building and

facilities, extracurricular activities, number of students and teachers, class size, use of technology,
grading system, parent organizations and communications, and services such as latchkey and breakfast.
Each school profile includes a self-description of the school's teaching philosophy and strengths.
The School Book also includes information about what to consider when choosing a school, an
explanation of Minnesota's school choice law, an application for the open enrollment program, and a
Metmpolitan Council map of public schools and districts in the region.

You can get a copy of The School Book by calling the Citizens League at 6121338-0791 or by using the
enclosed order form. League members can buy the book for $10.00; the nonmember price is $12.95.

Public Affairs Directory 1991-1992 Available This Summer
The Citizens League Public Affairs Directory is a handy guide to the people and organizations in the

public, private, and nonprofit sectors that influence and implement public policy in the state. The 199192 edition is scheduled to be published in August 1991. Call the League office for further details.

New research from the Citizens League

Minnesota Homestead Property Tax Review 1991
Minnesota Managed Care Review 1991
Two new research reports from the Citizens League provide useful objective information about two
topics that almost everyone thinks about: property taxes and health care. Minnesota Homestead
Property Tar Review 1991 builds on the annual property tax survey done by the League for the past 25
years. It includes data and trend analysis on residential property taxes in the Twin Cities area and in
cities around the state.
Minnesota Managed Care Review 1991 provides valuable information about Minnesota's health
coverage marketplace, including health maintenance organizations, preferred provider arrangements,
and Blue Cross~BlueShield. The report also analyzes key trends in enrollment, self-insurance, and
management arrangements and costs. Minnesota Managed Care Review 1991 is a valuable reference
for people who need to keep up with Minnesota's dynamic health care marketplace.

League members can buy either report for $10.00; the nonmember price is $15.00. Discounts are
available for multiple copy orders. To order your copies, please use the enclosed form or call the
League at 612/338-0791.
The computer data sets developed by the League staff in preparing its analyses are also available. The
property tar data set includesfiles of multi-year data on property tar rates, valuations,and calculations
@tares on homes of dfferent values. The managed health care files include data on health plan
enrollment,finances, utilization, etc. The sets can be used on your PCs and Macintosh computers.
Call the League ofice for details.

CITIZENS LEAGUE PUBLICATIONS
PRICE LIST
MEMBER PRICE

NON-MEMBER PRICE

CITIZENS LEAGUE RESEARCH
•
Minnesota Managed Care Review 1991
•
Minnesota Homestead Property Tax Review 1991
Public Affairs Directory 1991 1992
1st copy
$10.00
2nd - 10th
$8.00
1 1th and more
$6.00

-

$15.00
$12.00
$9.00

THE SCHOOL BOOK
$10.00
(Callfor discounts on quantity orders)
STUDY COMMITTEE REPORTS
1st copy
2nd - 10th
1 1th and more

FREE

$5.00
$4.00

CITIZENS LEAGUE PUBLICATIONS
ORDER COUPON
Quantity

Publication

Cost
$$$-

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER

$-

Name
Address

City, State, Zip
Phone
0
0
0

Make checks payable to Citizens League
OR
Charge to VisaMister Card
Account#
Signature
Send Citizens League membership infomntion
-.

Exp. Date

Mail thisform to: Citizens League, 708 South 3rd Street, Suite 500, Minneapolis, MN 55415
Or FAX your credit card orders to 612-337-5919

RECENT CITIZENS LEAGUE REPORTS
These reports are the product ofthe League's unique program of citizen-based research. To order
copies, use the form in this report.
New Regional Approaches to Library Services: Long Overdue
Large Trucks: A Small Piece of A Larger Problem
Remaking the Minnesota Miracle: Facing New Fiscal Realities
Because That's Where the Money Is: Why the Public Sector Lobbies
Does the System Maltreat Children?
Wiring Minnesota: New State Goals for Telecommunications
Losing Lakes: Enjoyment of a Unique Metropolitan Resource is Threatened
Access, Not More Mandates: A New Focus for Minnesota Health Policy
Community: A Resource for the '90s
The Metropolitan Council: Strengthening Its Leadership Role
Building Tomorrow by Helping Today's Kids
Chartered Schools = Choices for Educators + Quality for AU Students
Cut Tax Exemptions, Bosst Equity and Accountability
Stopping AIDS: An Individual Responsibility
The Public's Courts: Making the Governor's Nominating Process Statutory
Make the Present Airport Better-Make A New Airport Possible
Cooperatively-Managed Schools: Teachers as Partners
The New Weigh to Recycle
First Class Property Tax System
Start Right with "Right Start": A Health Plan for Minnesota's Uninsured
New Destinations for Transit
Commitment to Focus: More of Both
State Civil Setvice: People Make the Difference
It's Only a Game: A Lottery in Minnesota
Adaptability -- The New Mission for Vocational Education
A Strategy for the Waterbelt
Power to the Process: Making Minnesota's Legislature Work Better
Accountability for the Development Dollar
Building on Strength: A Competitive Minnesota Economic Strategy
A Larger Vision for Small Scale Agriculture
The Metro Council: Narrowing the Agenda and Raising the Stakes
The Region's Infrastructure: The Problem Isn't What You Think It Is
Meeting the Crisis in Institutional Care: Toward Better Choices, Financing and Results
A Farewell to Welfare
Homegrown Setvices: The Neighbomood Opportunity
Use Road Revenue for the Roads That Are Used
Workers' Compensation Reform: Get the Employees Back on the Job
Thought Before Action: Understanding and Reforming Minnesota's Fiscal System
The CL in the Mid-80s
Making Better Use of Existing Housing: A Rental Housing Strategy for the 1980s
Rebuilding Education to Make It Work
A Positive Alternative: Redesigning Public Service Delivery
Paying Attention to the Difference in Prices: A Health Cane Cost Strategy for the 1980s
A Subregional Solution to the East Metro Park Question
Taxis: Solutions in the City; a New Future in the Suburbs
Keeping the Waste Out of Waste
Changing Communications: Will the Twin Cities Lead or Follow?
Siting of Major Controversial Facilities
Enlarging Our Capacity to Adapt: Issues of the '80s
Next Steps in the Evolution of Chemical Dependency Care in Minnesota
Linking a Commitment to Desegregation with Choices for Quality Schools
Initiative and Referendum..."NO" for Minnesota

For titles and availability of earlier reports contact the Citizens teague oflce, 338-0791

RECENT CITIZENS LEAGUE STATEMENTS
Light Rail Transit: The Regional Transit Board's Proposal to the 1991 Minnesota Legislm
Letter to Legislature from Community Infornation Committee re:
Financing at the University of Minnesota
Statement on Changing the Fiscal Disparities Law
Statement to the Governor & Legislature on Transportation Financing in 1988
Statement to Legislative Commission re: Road Financing
Statement to University of Minnesota Regents re: Commitment to Focus
Statement to Governor and Legislature on Innovation and Cost Control
Selection of a New State Commissioner of Transportation
Letter to Regional Transit Board re: Metro Mobility Price Competition Ideas
Testimony to Legislature on Bloomington Stadium Site Bill
Letter to Regional Transit Board re: Policy Committee's Study of Metro Mobility
Statement to House Tax Subcommitteeon Fiscal Disparities
Statement to Legislature on Preserving Metropolitan Tax-Base Sharing
Statement to Legislature & Metro Council on Bloomington Develojment Proposal
Statement to Metropolitan Council on Organized Collection of Solid Waste
Statement to Metropolitan Council on Long-Tern Care
Statement on Transit Alternatives
Statement on Solid Waste Disposal
Statement to Tax Study Commission
Statement on Light Rail Transit
Statement to Legislative Study Committee on Metropolitan Transit
Statement to Governor's Tax Study Commission
Statement to Minnesota's Highway Study Commission
Statement on the Metropolitan Council's Proposed Interim Economic Policies
Statement to Minneapolis. Charter Commission: Proposal to have Mayor as
non-voting member of Council
Statement to Metropolitan Council & Richard P. Braun, Commissioner of
Transportation on Preferential Treatment in I-35W Expansion
Statement to Members, Steering Committee on Southwest-University
Avenue Comdor Study
Statement to Commission on the Future of Post-Secondary Education in Minnesota
Statement to the Metropolitan Health Board
Appeal to the Legislature and the Governor
Citizens League Opposes Unfunded Shifts to Balance Budget
Longer-Term Spending Issues Which the Governor and Legislatu~Should Face in 1982
Statement Concerning Alternatives to Solid Waste Flow Control
Amicus Curiae Brief in Fiscal Disparities Case,filed
Statement to the Minnesota State Legislature Regarding the Reconstruction Project
Letter to the Joint Legislative Commission on Metropolitan Governance
Statement to Metropolitan Health B o a on Phase IV Report
Statement to Metropolitan'Council on I-35E
Statement to Minneapolis Charter Commission
Letter to Metropolitan Council re CL Recommendations on 1-394
Statement to the Governor and Legislature as They Prepaxe for a Special Session
Statement to the Minnesota State Legislature Regarding the
University of Minnesota Hospitals Reconstruction Bill, as amended
Statement to the Governor and Legislature Concerning ExpendituresTaxation for 1981-83. Issues by Tax & Finance Task Force
For list of earlier statements, contact the League oflce, 6121338-0791
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The Citizens League has been an active and effective public affairs research and education organization '
in the Twin Cities metropolitan area since 1952.
Volunteer research committees of League members study policy issues in depth and develop
informational repons that propose specific workable solutions to public issues. Recommendations in
these repons often become law.
.,
* *
•

Over the years, League reports have been a reliable source of infomation for gov~mrnentalofficials,
community leaders, and citizens concerned with public policy issues of our area.
The League depends upon the support of individual members and ~mqtribu~onsTmm
businesses,
foundations, and other organizations throughout the metropolitan area: For membership information,
. .
please call 612/338-0791.
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The Citizens League has been an active and effectivepublic affairs research and education organization
in the Twin Cities metropolitan area since 1952.
Volunteer research committees of league members study policy issues in depth and develop
informational reports that propose specific workable solutions to public issues. Recommendations
in
.
these reports often become law.
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Over the years, League reports have been a reliable source of information for governmental officials,
community leaders, and citizens concerned with public policy issues of our area.
The League depends upon the support of individual members and contributions.fI;ombusinesses,
foundations, and other organizations throughout the metropolitan area. For membership i@ormation,
please call 6121338-0791.
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I will join at this level:
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J @ h4k Citizens League and help make things happen
IMPACT

PUBLICATIONS

Bdng a member of the Citizens League means you care about what haj)pensin Minne8uU ud believe that good public policy depends upon an informed citizenry. League
llWnkrs can join citizen research committees that help to shape public policy. Member8hip also offen these additional benefits:

.* Mlruuatu Jounral - 22 issues a year of timely public affairs news, analysis and
aanmentary, including the League's annual property tax survey.

M(rucsotuManaged Care Revfcw 1991 -- Important information and analysis for
p@@tworking in Minnesota's dynamic health care marketplace.

h#hwsota Homestead Property Tax Review 1991 -- The League's annual analysis of
mkkntial property taxes in the Twin Cities area and other Minnesota cities.

?Ub& WrsDirectory -a handy listing of agencies, organizatio11S and officials
bndvcd in making and implementing public policy.
.-

School Book -a comprehensive guide to elementary schuoIs in the Twin Cities.

C!&izens League reports-full reports and statements on topics studied
ate 8 benefit of membership.
MEETINGS

-free copies

Wind-Opener breakfast meetings -every Tuesday f b m Labor Day to Memorial Day,
pblk officials, community and business leaders discuss and debate timely issues.

